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In July 1897, the Italian artist Guido Boggiani was sailing on board the small cutter 
Cangrejo through the meanders of the Nabileque River on the border between Paraguay 
and Brazil. In his diary for 24th July, eleven days into the voyage, he recorded taking his 
first photographs of a Chamacoco young woman ‘with her body covered with very 
interesting drawings’. As he goes on to relate, 
 
She is the first one who has agreed to have a picture taken – we shall see 
whether the others will follow her example. To encourage them, I presented her 
with a nice little gift of glass beads. Other candidates soon volunteered, but I had 
to leave them to the following day because I needed to change the plates of the 
chassis overnight.1 
 
Body painting was an established tradition amongst the Caduveo people, a practice that 
was extended to their Chamacoco captives.2 These ‘Caduvean Chamacoco’ (ciamacoco 
caduvizzato), as Boggiani called them, comprised the lowest segment in the tripartite 
structure of Caduveo society, the last descendants of the powerful Mbayá-Guaicuru, 
while ‘captains’ and their wives formed the upper noble segment and ‘warriors’ the 
second.3 On what was his second visit to the region (the first being in 1892), Boggiani 
had augmented his painting materials with a large photographic camera, including 24 
glass gelatin 18 x 24 cm plates and 30 more 13 x 18 cm plates, in order to take 
photographs of ‘types, things and aspects of the place’.4  
 
Nearly forty years later, on 15 January 1936, the French anthropologist Claude Lévi-
Strauss reported to Mário de Andrade, Director of the Department of Culture in São 
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Paulo, on the progress of his first fieldtrip in central Brazil, during which he was 
accompanied by his first wife Dina Lévi-Strauss (née Dreyfus) and friend René Silz:  
 
We have just finished the first part of our work: for a month and a half we have 
circulated among the various groups of the remaining Caduveo people. This 
study was completed by a stay of fifteen days in the village still thriving: 
Nalique. There the women often paint their faces with drawings of a prodigious 
refinement, and make very nice and simple pottery of which I bring a fair 
number of exemplars. And interesting stories still exist of legends and the social 
organization of the past.5 
 
Although Lévi-Strauss would later refer to the same village as a ‘wretched hamlet’, in 
the immediacy of this moment it was the beauty of the Caduveo facial drawings that 
captured his attention.6 Lévi-Strauss used his Leica to take just a few portraits, his 
efforts apparently limited by the women’s demand for a payment photograph. He also 
collected up no less than 400 drawings made on the spot by the Caduveo at his request.7 
In addition, a short film taken with a miniature 8 mm camera survives in the Centro 
Cultural São Paulo, in Brazil, in which flickering, out-of-focus close-ups show the 
Caduveo women at work.8 
 
Lévi-Strauss’ first article about Caduveo graphic art was published in 1942, more than 
seven years after his two-week visit to Nalique. Significantly, the article appeared in the 
first number of the surrealist magazine VVV, with the editorial assistance of André 
Breton and cover by Max Ernst. In this article, Lévi-Strauss uses one of his 
photographs, together with two drawings of facial designs he had collected, to reflect on 
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their ‘strong originality’, which he suggested ‘evokes a very ancient culture, and one 
full of preciosities’.9 He also mentions that Boggiani was the first to publish the 
‘documents’ of Caduveo art, while the earliest descriptions were made by the Jesuit 
missionary Sanchez Labrador in 1660. Putting his own efforts in the context of this 
longer documentary tradition, Lévi-Strauss concludes: ‘The largest collection – and no 
doubt the last, in view of the quick tempo of the tribe’s rhythm of extinction – is the one 
that we ourselves gathered in 1935’.10 
 
As Elizabeth Edwards has argued, anxieties of cultural disappearance have informed the 
practices of photography and anthropology from their very beginning, frequently being 
shaped by an archaeological or historical imagination.11 As she further points out, they 
‘connected both a salvaged, dying past with a reading of the present inflected by 
evolutionary models of race and culture in the broadest sense.’12 Fundamental to the 
constitution of this archaeological imagination, Gustavo Verdesio reminds us, are ruins, 
the material vestiges of the past visible in the present: a ruin ‘is not only an object but a 
process’.13 The material remains of ancient monuments or built landscapes are the 
tangible signs of their decay – caused either by human or natural agency – whose lost 
functions and meanings can only be discerned, and rescued, by those trained in the art 
of ‘archaeological’ observation. In this respect, the appraisal of Boggiani’s study of 
Caduveo ornamental art by the Italian archaeologist Giuseppe Colini in the preface of 
Viaggi d’un artista nell’America Meridionale: I Caduvei (Mbayá o Guaicurú), 
published in 1895, is exemplary.14 The book, which drew extensively on Boggiani’s 
expedition diary with the addition of some footnotes and other amendments, contained 
an extensive number of engravings of the decorative patterns (including a few 
landscapes) and photographs of ethnographic objects.15 ‘The particular value of 
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Boggiani’s book’, writes Colini, ‘depends in this respect on the importance of the 
ornamental arts of the living populations in a non-elevated grade of civilization to the 
study of the primitive history of the arts’.16 According to Colini, the study of the 
ornamental arts of the ‘tribes that remained in a primitive state’ would provide clues to 
the understanding of the development of the art of the ‘civilized populations of Europe’, 
compensating for the lack of evidence of cultural life in remote periods available to 
palaeoethnologists.17 In sum, the value of the engravings of Caduveo ornamental art 
resides in their ability to become vestiges, ruins, of an art deemed to be practised by 
Europeans in remote periods. 
 
Lévi-Strauss’ motivation for his own brand of salvage ethnography would distance him 
from evolutionary thinkers, and indeed he later rejected ‘any overall continuity of 
development in history’. Yet a sense of impending doom permeated his description of 
contemporary Caduveo culture in 1936.18 Instead of continuity, Lévi-Strauss looked for 
discontinuities, fragments, shards. As he later wrote in Tristes tropiques (1955) 
 
As we look at the motifs in the shape of stripes, spirals and whorls, which are 
particularly prevalent in Caduveo art, we cannot help being reminded of Spanish 
baroque, with its wrought-iron work and stuccoes. Might this not be a case of a 
primitive imitation of a style brought by the Spanish conquerors?  […] although 
their curvilinear style is rare in pre-Columbian America, it shows certain 
resemblances to archaeological finds that have come to light at various points 
on the continent, some of them dating back to a time several centuries before 
Columbus’ voyage: Hopewell, in the Ohio valley, and the recent Caddo pottery 
in the Mississippi valley; Santarem and Marajo at the mouth of the Amazon, and 
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Chavin in Peru. The very fact that they are so widely dispersed is a sign of 
antiquity.19 
 
However, Lévi-Strauss would also dispute the archaism of the so-called primitive 
societies of South America, arguing that the ‘apparently archaic traits of their culture 
are original traits or vestiges in an impoverished culture’.20 These ‘vestiges’, or 
‘ephemeral ruins’, provide the focus for this article; more precisely, I focus on 
illustrations (engraved, drawn, photographed or filmed) of the facial ornamentation of 
the Caduveo people in central Brazil made by both Boggiani and Lévi-Strauss in order 
to explore the ways in which they enabled an ephemeral art – delicate arabesques 
painted on skin – to be studied as archaeological remains.21 In the marshy, ‘prehistoric 
landscapes’ of the Pantanal – as Lévi-Strauss described them – it was the Caduveo’s 
decorated skins, rather than potsherds, that provided clues to the organization of ancient 
societies.22 In this context, following Bruno Latour, I am particularly concerned with the 
processes of reduction – loss of locality, materiality and multiplicity – and amplification 
– augmentation through text, circulation and relative universality – made possible by 
those different forms of inscription.23  
 
In his ethnographic study of a scientific expedition to the Amazon, Latour aptly shows 
how a diagram on graph paper of a cross-section of a soil sampling transect is 
simultaneously ‘a construction, a discovery, an invention and a convention.’24 In 
Latour’s study, the diagram is understood as one stage of the transformation of the soil 
from forest to expedition report that enables the team of researchers to draw conclusions 
about the forest-savanna transition at Boa Vista, in the Amazon.25 It is a chain of such 
stages that enables scientists back in their laboratories either in Southern Brazil or 
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France, far distant from the Amazon, to point to a map and link themselves to the forest. 
Latour leaves the reader of his essay to ponder the applicability of his ethnographic 
model of the natural sciences – of his ‘deambulatory’ philosophy of science – to the 
social sciences, but he hints at the constructed nature of both. ‘We have taken science 
for realist painting’, he writes, ‘imagining that it made an exact copy of the world. The 
sciences do something else entirely – paintings too, for that matter.’26 Although, unlike 
diagrams, photographs and realist paintings resemble the referent (to a greater or lesser 
degree), they are also forms of inscription. In what follows I investigate the process of 
transformation of Caduveo women’s body painting in the ethnographic work of 
Boggiani and Lévi-Strauss in order to shed light on the links between anthropology, 
archaeology and image-making, considering in particular the networks that enabled 
such transformation. It is through the process of image-making that the Caduveo facial 
patterns became archaeological vestiges in the observers’ mind’s eye, triggering a series 
of interpretations of their social lives and kinship patterns conditioned, as Verdesio 
notes, ‘more by the domain of the observer than that of the object observed’.27 
 
Guido Boggiani: artist-ethnographer 
 
Born in 1861 in Novara, in the Piedmont region of northwest Italy, Guido Boggiani first 
travelled to South America in 1887 as a salesman.28 Aged twenty-six, he was already an 
established landscape painter, having exhibited his work in galleries in Milan, Turin and 
Rome. In Rome, he mingled in the artistic and literary circles gathered around the poet 
Gabriele D’Annunzio. According to Boggiani, his decision to go to South America 
came from ‘an insurmountable craving to see a new world and new people, new lands 
and new horizons’.29 A short stay in Argentina, where he produced some paintings, was 
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followed by a longer sojourn in Paraguay. In January 1892, he departed for the interior 
of the Gran Chaco region on the frontier of Paraguay and Brazil, equipped with 
notebooks, a watercolour box, two paper blocks, an album, and pencils, along with 
plentiful supplies of medicine (including antidote against snake bites) in order to ‘record 
every evening everything that happened during the day, and make the largest number of 
pencil sketches and watercolours possible’.30 Although initially planned as a two-week 
commercial trip primarily to purchase deer and jaguar skins from the Caduveo, the 
expedition in the end lasted two and a half months. As Chiara Vangelista notes in her 
study of the commercial exchanges between Boggiani and the Caduveo during this 
expedition, Boggiani’s poor timing meant that he missed the hunting season. The 
Caduveo, however, lured him to stay on. Quick to realise the advantage of having a 
ready supply of pinga (sugar cane brandy) within their reach, they were adept at 
entertaining Boggiani in Nalique as long as the drink lasted.31  
 
Boggiani returned to Italy in 1893. During his explorations, he had amassed a 
significant collection of ethnological objects, comprising items of clothing, utensils, 
weapons and head-bands, which he sold in 1894 to the Museo Kircheriano (now the 
National Prehistoric and Ethnographic Museum of Rome Luigi Pigorini) in order to 
support a subsequent voyage to South America.32 But his main contribution to the study 
of the Caduveo was his visual record. Clearly captivated by their graphic art, Boggiani 
devoted many hours to sketching their body painting. The very careful rendering of 
detail suggests that he found the patterns attractive, and went to considerable lengths to 
document them as best he could. In the sketchbook drawing of the facial painting of his 
Chamacoco ‘wife’, for example, Boggiani reproduces her decorated face, which 
displayed the ‘most original and complicated’ drawings that he had seen so far; as he 
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enlarges the painted patterns in a figure that he enumerates ‘A’, the face is then 
abstracted, with only its contour remaining (Figure 1).33 Another smaller figure ‘B’ 
shows the way the patterns are reproduced alternately, as he explains in a little note on 
the right-hand side of his drawing. In the same note he also remarks that the ‘oblong’ 
shape of figure ‘A’ is an artifact of the rectangular grid of the paper, which he follows 
for convenience. On another page, he reproduces the patterns found on the arms of the 
Caduveo, this time removing any trace of the arm itself (Figure 2). These patterns are 
then combined with those of plates and belts. Some of these drawings were later printed 
as graphic vignettes in Boggiani’s publication I Caduvei, together with engravings of 
peoples and landscapes sketched on the spot and photographs of ethnographic objects. 
The latter photographs were taken in the museum in Rome, though not by Boggiani 
himself.34 In the book, the portrait of his Chamacoco ‘wife’ appears as an isolated 
image (Figure 3), in the middle of the narrative, while the patterns are reproduced on a 
separate illustration at the end of the book, with the rather vague caption ‘Ornamental 
motif of great importance with a probable symbolic meaning’ (Figure 4). This time, not 
even the contour of the face remains; the engraved pattern has become a vestige, a trace 
to be compared and contrasted with other patterns, in other cultures and times. 
 
In the two-year period between his return to Italy and the publication of I Caduvei, 
Boggiani deepened his knowledge about the Gran Chaco region, its ethnography, 
geography, linguistics, astronomy, and botany.35 In 1894 he presented lectures at the 
Italian Geographical Society in Rome and the Italian Society of Anthropology and 
Ethnology in Florence. The following year he delivered to the 2nd Geographical 
Congress in Rome a paper entitled ‘Tattoo or painting? A study of a curious habit 
amongst the indigenous population of Ancient Peru’.36 The article took as its focus 
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markings on two Peruvian mummies held by the Prehistory and Ethnographic Museum 
in Rome, and included detailed engravings based on his drawings (Figure 5). Drawing 
on his ethnographic knowledge of the ornamentation practices of the Caduveo women 
and his own artistic formation, together with a literature review and a further 
comparison with tattooed Maori heads in the Rome collections, Boggiani concluded 
emphatically that the mummies had been painted, and not tattooed. He identified the 
material used in the painting as genipa dye, following a technique recorded by both 
early and modern travellers to South America. Rejecting the idea that the patterns were 
a trace of the decline of a tattooing practice (according to Boggiani, traditional customs 
get abandoned, not modified), he argued that body painting – once a common practice 
across the Inca empire – had been adopted by the indigenous peoples of South America, 
especially by those who had easy access to genipa trees and their fruits.37 This 
conclusion challenged the assumption accepted by most scholars at the time. Above all, 
Boggiani’s article is a plea in favour of fieldwork, direct observation and the authority 
of the artist in the making of ethnographic knowledge, a position that joined science to 
art in ways that were quite innovative by the standards of contemporary Italian 
anthropology.38 For Boggiani, expert, almost forensic attention to visual forms and 
patterns, as well as to the techniques of inscription, was also an essential component of 
ethnographic enquiry.39 Although perhaps not entirely aware of it, by insisting that the 
ornaments on the mummies’ skins were transient marks instead of permanent ones, 
Boggiani was also dissociating the South American past from contemporary debates 
that represented the practice of tattooing – the painful imprint of designs into the skin – 
as a ‘literal marker of the primitive’, to use Jane Caplan’s expression, which defined the 
border between the savage and the civilized, ‘and potentially endorsed the superiority of 
the Europeans’.40 
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Boggiani’s emphasis on drawing in the field deserves further scrutiny. In the 
introduction to I Caduvei, Boggiani professes his intention to provide the reader with an 
‘exact idea’ of ‘whatever interest that small corner of America might offer’, claiming to 
present ‘nothing more than simple Studies from nature (Studi dal vero).41 In order to 
capture the phenomena before his eyes – whether the Gran Chaco landscape or the 
Caduveo arabesques – Boggiani observed them closely and attentively, immersing 
himself in his surroundings. He was quick to adopt the Caduveo manner of dress: within 
a week of his arrival in their village, he decided to ‘get rid of that rest of civilization that 
was still apparent in my clothes, so scandalously incongruous with the milieu around 
me’, a gesture that seems to have gained the Caduveo’s approval.42 His artistic 
inclinations, evident in his constant use of his sketchbook, also became a way of 
identifying himself with the Caduveo, particularly with the women, who were ‘more 
skilful in this matter’.43 Boggiani continues: ‘This is no small stimulus to me, and I feel 
more than ever encouraged to occupy myself with art’.44 As becomes clear in the course 
of his account, Boggiani was in the process of negotiating a creative crisis, finding in 
the Caduveo’s interest and surroundings inspiration to resume his artistic activities.45 
Drawing was therefore more than a practice of field documentation, becoming a way of 
communicating with the Caduveo: as Chris Ballard argues in a comparable study of the 
sketches by the Russian anthropologist Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay in Oceania, it was in 
the process of drawing that a ‘dialogic entanglement with the concerns and perspectives 
of his hosts’ was established.46  
 
Yet Boggiani’s assessment of the significance of his drawings was not shared by some 
contemporary anthropologists. Paolo Mantegazza, founder of the Museum of 
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Anthropology and Ethnology in Florence, strongly disapproved of the inclusion of 
Boggiani’s landscape sketches in his book. In a review in the journal Archivio per 
l’Antropologia el’Etnologia in 1895, he dismissed Boggiani’s ethnographic account on 
the grounds that it was a text written by an artist, and criticized the sketches as having ‘a 
strong flavour of impressionism, an aesthetic disorder that makes one laugh in a picture 
exhibition; but in a book with Colini’s preface and historic study, which give it great 
scientific value, they are really out of place’.47 For Mantegazza, scientific accuracy 
could only be achieved by rigorous measurements and objective records, leaving little 
room for artistic endeavours, which were prone to subjective judgement.48 In a letter of 
reply, accepting Mantegazza’s scientific authority, Boggiani nonetheless firmly 
reasserted his point of view: 
 
As for the landscapes in which you sought to find affectations of that ‘aesthetic 
disorder that is called impressionism’ that ‘makes one laugh in an exhibition’, I 
will mention two points: first, these are Autotype reproductions of some 
watercolour or pencil sketches,49 using only artistic materials that I could pick 
up hastily during my excursion, and which I did not want to retouch or adjust in 
any way, because even if I had succeeded in making them more comprehensible 
to the common people, I would have certainly removed part of their merit, that 
is, their absolute fidelity to truth, which I consider more important than anything 
else. 
Second, then, may I remind you that many other things that once ‘made 
one laugh’ were later recognised as excellent! It is only a question of knowing 
how to free oneself from preconceptions and academic theories, and be prepared 
to understand them. In fact, as of now, not everybody laughs at that ‘aesthetic 
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disorder’: many, on the contrary – and they are growing every year –, are 
beginning to laugh at and regard very harshly what you, perhaps, believe 
praiseworthy in art!50 
 
Boggiani was certainly offended by Mantegazza’s disdainful review, for he was taking 
his ethnographic studies seriously. In his diary of a trip to Greece with D’Annunzio and 
friends on board the yacht Fantasia (July - September 1895), he relates declining an 
invitation to join the party on a short tour to the Eleusis ruins, preferring instead to ‘stay 
on board peacefully finishing his ethnographic work, which has been left aside for a 
while’.51 It was soon after his return from Greece that he participated in the 2nd 
Geographical Congress in Rome. In his paper ‘Tattoo or painting?,’ the main focus of 
Boggiani’s criticism was in fact Mantegazza’s positivist method of archaeological 
research, which relied primarily on historical sources without due attention to 
contemporary practices.52  
 
Boggiani was determined to return to South America to further develop both his artistic 
and ethnographic work, which for him were integrally connected. While there is a 
growing literature on Boggiani’s life and work, there is one brief but significant 
moment in his biography that has so far been overlooked: that is, his participation in the 
World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 as an artistic delegate of the Italian 
government.53 As Julie Brown has pointed out, photography was ubiquitous at the 
Exposition:  
  
Photography at the World’s Columbian Exposition was much more than pictures 
on walls. It was a new form of popular culture for an increasing number of 
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amateurs; it was an industry at the beginning of a meteoric rise; and it was a tool 
for communicating with a mass audience. In effect, photography was used to 
inform, persuade, record and illustrate ideas on a scale not equaled in previous 
exhibitions.54 
 
In a footnote in I Caduvei, Boggiani mentions that it was at the Chicago World’s 
Exposition that he first had the opportunity to compare the Caduveo and Chamacoco 
ethnographic objects he collected with those from the Ancón necropolis, in Peru. He 
was particularly impressed by the similarity of the patterns across these cultures, 
specifically those evident in the textiles.55 At the Chicago Exposition, archaeological 
collections were displayed in the Anthropology Building, under the direction of 
Frederick Ward Putnam, a curator and professor at Harvard’s Peabody Museum.56 
Together with his chief assistant Franz Boas, Putnam was in charge of a vast display of 
native artifacts from all parts of the American continents, which included live outdoor 
exhibits of their makers.57 It was the first time that the prehistoric monuments of 
Yucatán, Honduras and Guatemala were brought so vividly to the attention of the North 
American public, in the form of a large display of plaster casts, reproductions and 
photographs. Particularly noteworthy was the set of large carbon photographic prints of 
Mesoamerican sites by the British archaeologist Alfred P. Maudsley, made by the 
Autotype Company, which complemented the photographic documentation and 
architectural reproductions produced for the Exposition by Marshall Saville, Edward 
Thompson and E. E. Chick.58 As Duncan Shields points out, it was the Chicago 
Exposition that brought Maudsley’s photographs to the attention of a wider 
international audience, positioning him alongside other notable archaeologists;59 
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likewise, the Exposition brought Central American antiquities into an international field 
of visibility.   
 
In addition to the archaeological displays at the Exposition, Latin America was also 
represented in the collective exhibit of the Bureau of the American Republics, which 
was housed in the Government Building.60 An institution established in 1890, the 
Bureau’s main purpose was to promote North American trade in the region.61 
Essentially a photographic display, the Bureau’s exhibit included an extensive range of 
contemporary photographs from Central and South America, specially collected under 
the direction of William Curtis. In total, almost 2,000 photographs, maps, charts, and 
commercial objects were exhibited. Of these, Paraguay was the country with the fewest 
‘specimens’ on display, just thirteen.62  
 
Given that Boggiani makes only a passing reference to the Chicago Exposition in his 
work, we can only speculate on its impact on his imagination. But it is likely that his 
exposure to the vision of the globe disseminated by the Exposition, that of a world in 
which ‘public curiosity about other peoples’ was ‘mediated by the terms of the 
marketplace’, as Curtis Hinsley puts it, might well have appealed to Boggiani the 
salesman.63 In particular, the fundamental role that photography played within this 
visual economy would surely not have passed unnoticed.64 
 
It is not clear when he actually acquired his photographic camera, though Pietro Scotti 
refers to notes in Boggini’s diary about his photographic technique as early as 5 
November 1895 (when he was still in Italy), where he recorded the aperture of the 
diaphragm and weather conditions.65 In 1896, he finally returned to Paraguay taking his 
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camera with him. From Asunción he organized several expeditions to the surrounding 
area, including the trip to Caduveo territory from 13th July to 21st August 1897, where 
he made the photographs relevant to this article. As Scotti observes, it is very likely that 
Boggiani’s plan was to have the diary of this expedition published as he did with his 
previous journey. Two versions of the journal survive in contemporary collections, a 
field diary and a revised manuscript, which includes a rather literary introduction.66 The 
photographs he planned to include are referenced in his manuscript, which was 
presumably accompanied by a list.67 In addition, Boggiani planned to publish an 
illustrated monograph on the Chamacoco and the other indigenous groups he studied in 
subsequent expeditions. But his plans were cut short. In 1901, Boggiani was brutally 
killed by his Chamacoco guides in the Gran Chaco.68  
 
With Boggiani’s death one network of knowledge production, to use Latour’s 
formulation, was broken.69 But only partially so. From at least 1898, Boggiani had been 
archiving his photographic negatives with the amateur photographic society in Buenos 
Aires.70 They were finally published in 1904 by the German ethnologist Robert 
Lehmann-Nitsche, a curator of the Museo de la Plata, in the form of an album of one 
hundred postcards selected according to anthropological criteria. Lehmann-Nitsche 
claimed that Boggiani confided with him his wish to publish the photographs in the 
form of an anthropological atlas, a desire that he claimed to be fulfilling, despite the 
modest format of the collection (dictated by the practical requirements of the 
museum).71 Entitled Colección Boggiani de Tipos indígenas de Sudamérica Central, the 
work was produced by one of the leading Buenos Aires publishers, the casa Rosauer. 
Also reproduced as a ‘supplement’, for the anthropologist’s trained eyes only, were 
fourteen photographs of naked men and women. Yet even as Lehmann-Nitsche 
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acknowledged the artistic quality of the photographs (which ‘gives new orientation to 
anthropology, especially to anthropological photography’) he lamented that ‘they were 
not produced according to current anthropological principles.’72 Although Boggiani’s 
photographic image-making did observe some conventional norms, as we will see 
below, the results were more akin to portraiture than to anthropometric photography.73 
Moreover, they also suggested an intimacy with indigenous peoples that acknowledged 
their co-evalness, which was far removed from the positivist model of nineteenth-
century anthropology that required erasing any signs of the photographic encounter 
between Europeans and non-Europeans.74 Boggiani’s photographic practice effectively 
extended his characteristic mode of fieldwork as ‘dialogic entanglement’ from drawing 
to the process of picture-taking.   
 
Before describing the postcards in more detail, we need to return briefly to Boggiani’s 
1897 expedition, during which he made around thirty-nine glass gelatin plates, to gain a 
clearer picture of how he approached his photographic subjects.75 Boggiani 
enthusiastically records his photographic activities in his diary. He expresses his 
annoyance at the refusal of a Chamacoco captive to let herself be photographed, but gets 
hopeful when another one volunteers, to whom he gives a little pot of fragrant ointment 
and glass beads – ‘I am certain that others will follow’, he writes.76 And so they did, as 
Boggiani reports a week later: 
 
Before there was a lack of models; now they are plentiful. Given such a 
generous gift to the client in order to obtain the favour of a pose, the women 
rush to cover their skins with new and beautiful drawings to attract my 
attention.77 
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Boggiani’s camera was not only recording existing decorative patterns, but also 
stimulating the creation of new ones. Amongst the gifts the Caduveo received for their 
displays was pinga, which, according to Boggiani, was ‘the key to obtain subjects’ for 
his photographic camera – though it was not without risks. On one occasion, Eppalédi, a 
Caduveo man, already tipsy, approached him with his body ‘strangely painted in white, 
with a rifle,’ to have his picture taken. For the sake of an ethnographic picture, which 
required the reenactment of traditional customs (even if they were no longer in use), 
Boggiani then decided to swap the rifle for ‘an exquisite authentic bow and arrow’ that 
he had just acquired. Eppalédi, playing with them, broke the arrow near the feathers, 
damaging the precious object, much to Boggiani’s consternation.78 But the pinga might 
have had other consequences too. Boggiani’s portraits, depicting indigenous people in 
relaxed poses, sometimes laughing, have often been praised for their spontaneity: 
getting his subjects inebriated may have been one of the ways in which this was 
achieved.  
 
Boggiani was learning to work with the camera in the process of his fieldwork, though 
he often expressed apprehension about the results. ‘If all the photographs I took come 
out’, he writes in the concluding pages of his diary, reflecting on the outcome of his 
expedition, ‘that collection alone will have a notable value. Not just because I am 
preserving in a photo members of one of the most interesting tribes historically and 
ethnographically, but also because I am documenting the extraordinary artistic abilities 
of the Caduveo’. He continues in the same vein: 
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Yesterday I finished developing the plates. The results were better than I had 
dare hope. Nothing lost: 80 per cent wonderful shots, the rest good, very few 
just average.  
 In general, the plates that were taken during quick poses, or on the spur 
of the moment, in sun and with a very open aperture, are very successful. The 
paintings can be seen well in almost every frame, with the exception of those [of 
people] with dark complexion or the ones whose painting was not made on the 
day, and had acquired a bluish hue, as it happens with the Genipapo juice when 
it mixes with carbon.79  
 
Boggiani’s photographic collection, consisting of more than four hundred plates made 
between 1897 and 1901, was meticulously re-assembled by the Czech explorer Alberto 
Vojtěch Frič, who, between 1904 and 1908, managed to salvage practically all that 
Boggiani had left behind in Paraguay, Brazil, and Argentina.80 An admirer of 
Boggiani’s work, Frič followed in his footsteps in order to learn more about the artist’s 
fate, contacting Boggiani’s friends, guides, servants and hosts in the region.81 The 
photographic collection certainly acquired a ‘notable value’, as Boggiani had predicted. 
In the late 1920s, the Swiss anthropologist Alfred Métraux related seeing ‘in the house 
of Mr Frič, in Prague, a splendid collection of photographs and plates that belonged to 
Boggiani’: although Métraux sought to purchase them, the price Frič asked for was 
beyond his reach.82 In 1997, a selection of images from the collection was published by 
one of Frič’s descendants in Prague.83 For the purpose of this article I will focus on one 
of the photographs, part of a series of four plates of a Chamacoco girl made on 30 July 
1897 – ‘I expect a good result’, Boggiani comments, ‘because the weather is 
magnificent’.84 As Scotti suggests, this series may correspond to plates 77 to 80 of the 
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collection of Boggiani’s work published in postcard form by Lehmann-Nitsche in 
Buenos Aires in 1904. A comparison between the two is instructive. At the centre of 
one of the original frontal photographs by Boggiani (Figure 6), the Chamacoco girl, 
wrapped in what looks like an improvised sarong, stands on a deerskin rug with her 
arms clasped in front. This position was carefully arranged by Boggiani in order to 
highlight her decoration, though the bright light partially obscures the paintings on her 
right arm. At the bottom of the picture, in the foreground, a shadow indicates the close 
distance between observer and observed. To the left of the image, the hide staked out to 
dry testifies to the main purpose of Boggiani’s trip, which was the acquisition of 
deerskins.85 In the background, though out-of-focus, it is still possible to discern one of 
the huts of the toldería, the Caduveo camp, and the profile of a white man, seated, 
presumably one of the three Englishmen who joined Boggiani at the beginning of his 
expedition.86  
 
For Lehmann-Nitsche’s purposes, though, the photograph of the Chamacoco girl needed 
to be adjusted, to be calibrated, in order to enter into the circuit of the visual economy of 
ethnographic types. In the postcard he published (Figure 7), the image is cropped, 
removing all trace of the photographer’s shadow and the white man in the background. 
Given the proportions of the postcard format, however, a tip of the drying hide is still 
visible, though it is hardly identifiable. The patterns on the girl’s arms are more sharply 
highlighted, as are the drapes of her clothing, adding a more tailored look. In addition, 
the ground has been lightened, the rug becoming more difficult to discern, and scratches 
obscure the hut and trees in the background. Besides retouching the individual images, 
Lehmann-Nitsche also re-ordered the sequence of photographs according to his idea of 
the ‘types’ they represented, erasing the logic of their ordering within the narrative of 
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Boggiani’s diary. The postcards thus express a double filtering: Boggiani’s own framing 
of the images in his search for a ‘true’, naturalistic representation of Caduveo body 
painting is augmented by Lehmann-Nitsche’s concern, as a physical anthropologist, 
with the typification of Amerindian cultures.  
 
Praised by the Canadian anthropologist Alexander Chamberlain in 1905 for performing 
‘a pious deed’ to the benefit of anthropology, Lehmann-Nitsche’s edition of postcards 
was apparently the only way that copies of Boggiani’s photographs reached a wider 
audience – given that the negatives were kept in Frič’s private collection – until 
researchers had access to the collection in the mid-1980s.87 For all Boggiani’s 
investment in the photographic documentation of Caduveo material culture, it was his 
drawings – and the engraved versions of them published in his 1895 book, I Caduvei – 
that had the more lasting impact in the annals of anthropology. They would be 
reproduced several times in Lévi-Strauss’s work to substantiate his interpretation of 
Caduveo body painting.  
 
Claude Lévi-Strauss: anthropological philosopher 
 
On 21 January 1937, an exhibition entitled ‘Indiens du Matto Grosso’, organized by the 
Musée de l’Homme, opened at the Gazette des Beaux-Arts. It was devoted to displaying 
the results of the ethnological mission of Claude and Dina Lévi-Strauss to Brazil. The 
exhibition took place in an art gallery because the premises of the Musée de l’Homme, 
which was to replace the Musée d’Ethnographie at the old Trocadéro Palace, were still 
under construction. The old Palace was being partly demolished and rebuilt on a much 
grander scale as the Palais de Chaillot, destined to house the 1937 Exposition 
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Universelle des Arts et Techniques.88 The catalogue for Indiens du Matto Grosso 
reflected the popular orientation of the new museum, beginning with a summary of the 
sociocultural traits of the major ethnic groups, followed by details of their artistic and 
technical activities.89 Introducing the Caduveo, the Lévi-Strauss couple compare their 
encounter with Boggiani’s description of the indigenous population forty years earlier: 
‘Very little subsists of the ancient splendour and the few higher-quality objects that we 
see here on display are the last vestiges of a culture already dead.’90  
 
The 1937 exhibition catalogue was short, containing relatively little about the Caduveo. 
However, in Tristes tropiques, published in 1955, Claude Lévi-Strauss dedicates a 
whole chapter to them. In his idiosyncratic combination of travel diary and memoir, 
Lévi-Strauss recalls how a girl was being prepared to celebrate her puberty: ‘Her 
shoulders, arms and face were painted with elaborate patterns, and all the available 
necklaces were hung round her neck’. He then interrupts this account with a casual 
confession:  ‘This, incidentally, may have been prompted less by ancient custom than 
by a desire to impress us.’91 He then goes on to comment on the Caduveo women’s 
insistence that he photograph their decoration in return for payment – perhaps a legacy 
of Boggiani’s practice. Anxious ‘not to waste’ precious photographic film, Lévi-Strauss 
would sometimes pretend to be taking pictures, while handing over the money.92 Yet he 
still needed to keep a record of their patterns. Lacking Boggiani’s artistic ability, Lévi-
Strauss asked the women to draw the patterns on the paper themselves, observing how 
their art did not depend ‘on the natural contours of the human face’.93  
 
Ten years before the publication of Tristes tropiques, Lévi-Strauss had discussed the 
subject of Caduveo body art in more detail in an article entitled ‘Split Representation in 
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the Art of Asia and America’, published in 1944-5. In this article, he approached the 
patterns as a particular expression of ‘split representation’ – in other words, 
‘representation of one individual shown in front view with two profiles’ – a stylistic 
constant found in work by the indigenous peoples of regions as far apart as the North 
West coast of North America, ancient China and New Zealand.94 In the article, he 
presents a series of different images: two close-up portraits of Caduveo women taken by 
himself, an engraving from Boggiani’s book (Figure 8) and two other drawings of 
Caduveo facial painting with a variety of other illustrations, including photographs and 
engravings of wood carvings and bronzes. In this context, the singularity of Caduveo 
body art disappears. Their painted faces become equivalent to masks, to diagrams.95 
Lévi-Strauss’ analysis of one of the Caduveo drawings (Figure 9) is worth quoting at 
length: 
  
She [the artist] painted on a sheet of paper exactly as she was accustomed to 
paint on a face. And because the paper is for her a face, she finds it impossible to 
represent a face on paper, at any rate without distortion. It was necessary either 
to draw the face exactly and distort the design in accordance with the laws of 
perspective, or to represent the integrity of the design and for this reason 
represent the face as split in two. It cannot even be said that the artist chose the 
second solution, since the alternative never occurred to her. In native thought, as 
we saw, the design is the face, or rather it creates it. It is the design that confers 
upon the face its social existence, its human dignity, and its spiritual 
significance. Split representation of the face, considered as a graphic device, 
thus expresses a deeper and more fundamental splitting, namely that between the 
‘dumb’ biological individual and the social person whom he [sic] must embody. 
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We already foresee that split representation can be explained as a function of a 
sociological theory of the splitting of the personality.96 
 
Although not explicitly rationalized as such, the inclusion of Boggiani’s engraving 
provides the reader with an example of what would ‘never occur’ to the Caduveo 
woman, that is, drawing the patterns according to the laws of perspective. For Lévi-
Strauss, the Caduveo designs stood in a complicated interrelation with the face: they 
were not simply superimposed on the body. As Boris Wiseman points out, on the one 
hand the designs ‘modify the structure of the face and distort it in a quasi-sadistic 
manner’; on the other, it is only by being painted ‘that the face acquires its specifically 
human dignity and spiritual significance’ as, for the Caduveo, unpainted human beings 
were indistinguishable from mere animals.97 And yet the way Lévi-Strauss’ 
photographs are used in the article deprives the women of any specifically human 
dignity; their faces become mere support for a code. As he would conclude his chapter 
on Caduveo graphic art in Tristes tropiques: 
  
If my analysis is correct, in the last resort the graphic art of the Caduveo women 
is to be interpreted, and its mysterious appeal and seemingly gratuitous 
complexity to be explained, as the phantasm of a society ardently and insatiably 
seeking a means of expressing symbolically the institutions it might have, if its 
interests and superstitions did not stand in the way. In this charming civilization, 
the female beauties trace the outlines of the collective dream with their make-up; 
their patterns are hieroglyphics describing an inaccessible golden age, which 
they extol in their ornamentation, since they have no code in which to express it, 
and whose mysteries they disclose as they reveal their nudity.98 
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Although Lévi-Strauss was aware of Boggiani’s two expeditions to Caduveo territory, 
mentioning that he ‘left important anthropological documents relating to his journeys, 
as well as a charming travel diary’, I have been unable to find any evidence that Lévi-
Strauss knew of Boggiani’s photographs, since his source is mainly Boggiani’s book 
published in 1895.99 (Lévi-Strauss’ analysis of Caduveo graphic art is based on his own 
collection of photographs and drawings, supplemented by Boggiani’s engravings).  Nor 
could I find any evidence that Lévi-Strauss knew of Boggiani’s piece on Peruvian 
mummies, for he never expressed any doubt that the Caduveo body and facial paintings 
reproduced patterns that were once tattooed.100 Lévi-Strauss thus interprets Caduveo 
body painting as a sign of decay of Caduveo society in general, as a ruin of a more 
prosperous society. But what he shares with Boggiani is his fascination with this 
graphic art, an art barely kept alive by the dexterity of female hands. Lévi-Strauss 
describes the act of painting in his article on ‘Indian cosmetics’ as follows: 
  
The artist – always a woman – works on the face or body of a companion with a 
thin bamboo spatula dipped in the blue black juice of the ‘genipa’ fruit. She 
improvises without model, or sketch, or established points of design. The highly 
developed compositions, at once asymmetrical and balanced, are begun in one 
corner or another, and carried out without hesitation, going over, or erasure, to 
their conclusion. They evidently spring from an unvarying fundamental theme, 
in which crosses, tendrils, fretwork and spirals play an important part. 
Nevertheless each one constitutes an original work: the basic motifs are 
combined with an ingenuity, a richness of imagination, even an audacity, which 
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continually spring afresh. The genipa paint lasts only a few days; when it begins 
to wear off, it is removed, to be replaced by another decoration.’101 
 
The main elements of this account are anticipated in a sequence in film footage made by 
the Lévi-Strauss couple during their 1935-1936 fieldwork with the Caduveo, entitled 
simply ‘Face-painting’. In the film footage, however, some of the Caduveo women are 
painting themselves in front of a diminutive mirror. The close proximity of the camera 
and the out-of-focus images seem to betray a wish to go beyond the surface. Impatient 
with the idea that he should keep his ‘eye glued to the viewfinder’, Lévi-Strauss sought 
a wider view of ‘what was going on’ around him. Yet he never used these reels of film 
to create a more complete picture of Caduveo culture; they remained in São Paulo film 
archives.102 As Lévi-Strauss relates in Saudades do Brasil: A Photographic Memoir, a 
nostalgic, heavily-illustrated book published in 1994, he was ‘unimpressed’ when he 
saw the footage shown at the Centre Georges Pompidou, ‘along with other relics’.103 
Perhaps the moving images of the Caduveo at work disturbed the stasis required by his 
theoretical system. 
 
Lévi-Strauss’ fascination with Caduveo facial patterns would find fertile ground during 
his exile in the United States in the 1940s. New York was a city, he later recalled, which 
provided unique possibilities for experimentation, ‘where anything seemed possible’.104 
In the article ‘New York in 1941’, which he wrote for the catalogue of the exhibition 
‘Paris-New York’ at the Centre Georges Pompidou in 1977, Lévi-Strauss reminisces 
about a small antique shop dubbed ‘Ali Baba’s cave’ frequented by himself together 
with Max Ernst, André Breton and Georges Duthuit, where they would find everything 
from ‘exquisite stone masks from Teotihuacan’ to ‘magnificent wood carvings from the 
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Northwest Pacific coast’.105 This is not the place to delve into the ambiguous 
relationship with surrealism, which marks Lévi-Strauss’ work, a subject that Vincent 
Debaene has addressed in style.106 I would like instead to focus on one aspect of this 
relationship that helps to situate Lévi-Strauss’ approach to representations of Caduveo 
body painting, that is the parallels between his structuralist method and the automatist 
technique of surrealist art. Reflecting on his particular attraction to Max Ernst’s form of 
art-making, Lévi-Strauss asks, ‘Does some analogy exist between what I have attempted 
to do in my books, a long time after him, and the role he always assigned to painting?’ 
  
Like his paintings and collages, my work on mythology has been elaborated by 
means of samples from without – the myths themselves. I have cut them out like 
so many pictures in the old books where I found them, and then arranged them 
on the pages as they arranged themselves in my mind, but in no conscious of 
deliberate fashion.107  
 
While in ‘Indian cosmetics’ Lévi-Strauss compares favourably ‘the erotic effect’ of the 
Caduveo cosmetics to the ‘gross realism of our powder and rouge’, in ‘Split 
Representation in the Art of Asia and America’ the same patterns evoke a ‘subtle 
element of sadism’ for deforming the face, while in Tristes tropiques their asymmetry 
reminds him of the designs on European playing cards.108 Lévi-Strauss refers here to 
Lewis Carroll’s court figures in Alice, but he could equally have associated the 
Caduveo patterns with the figures in Le jeu de Marseille, a pack of playing cards 
designed by André Breton and a group of his Surrealist friends.109 First published in the 
third issue of VVV in 1943, these cards were sketched when the group was stranded in 
Marseille in 1941, waiting for their visas to flee Nazi-occupied France.110 Breton and 
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Lévi-Strauss were both on board the Capitaine Paul-Lemerle on its voyage to 
Martinique, and it was there that their ‘lasting friendship’ was initiated; on the crowded 
small steamer, in order to relieve their ‘boredom and discomfort’, they exchanged 
letters on ‘aesthetic beauty’ and ‘absolute originality’.111 There are tangible signs that 
the friendship with Breton and Ernst informed Lévi-Strauss’ understanding of Caduveo 
patterns and their reach across time and space. 
 
Conclusion 
 
In discussing the use of the photography and drawing in the work of Boggiani and Lévi-
Strauss on the Caduveo, it is tempting to make a parallel with the application of 
photographic techniques to epigraphy, the recording and interpretation of inscriptions. 
As Melissa Banta and Curtis Hinsley remark, the ‘idea of applying photography to 
epigraphy is as old as photography itself, for hand-copying inscriptions from rock faces, 
large and detailed sculptures, or high monuments was indeed laborious’.112 Yet as the 
archaeologist Alfred Maudsley realised, reliance on photographs alone was insufficient 
for scholarly purposes; they had to be supplemented by drawings, for it was only the 
naked eye that could truly discern the details.113 Lehmann-Nitsche’s retouching of the 
patterns on the Chamacoco girl’s arms seems to follow a similar principle. In 
Maudsley’s case, photographic preservation was intended as an antidote to the slow 
erosion of time of the monuments that bore the hieroglyphic inscriptions.  Although 
Boggiani would find in the landscape of the Chaco inspiration for his subsequent artistic 
work, building his studio in the open-air (Figure 10), the ‘monuments’ in the 
surroundings were bare (Figure 11). Instead, it was on the skins of the Caduveo women 
and their Chamacoco captives that the traces of a noble society in decay could be found 
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(Figure 12). But in order to render them into objects of archaeological inquiry, they had 
to go under a series of transformations.  
 
The kaleidoscopic nature of Caduveo body painting inspired both Boggiani and Lévi-
Strauss to capture with their cameras and sketchbooks the specific moments in which 
particular forms took shape, in an attempt to freeze those compositions. Unlike the ruins 
of monuments that configured the privileged site for archaeological investigation, the 
patterns on the Caduveo women’s faces were transient marks, lasting only a few 
days.114 In re-tracing the moments of picture-taking and the subsequent life of the 
images produced, it is possible to follow their transformation from inscriptions on skins 
into archaeological and ethnographic evidence: they were rendered into pencil drawings 
on paper, chemical impressions on negative glass plates, printed lines on book pages, 
real-photo postcards. They resulted from a transnational network that include artists, 
anthropologists, archaeologists and museum curators from both sides of the Atlantic, 
linking the nomadic villages of the Grand Chaco and Pantanal in South America to 
capital cities including Rome, Chicago, Prague, Buenos Aires, Berlin, Paris, São Paulo 
and New York, to name just a few.   
 
What is fascinating about these multiple transformations is that they are never ending. 
Against Lévi-Strauss’ expectations, the Caduveo still exist as a distinctive indigenous 
group in the interior of Brazil. Today, among other forms, the Caduveo patterns 
recorded by Boggiani have been re-inscribed into Caduveo cultural heritage, helping to 
substantiate claims of the relevance of their culture and ancestral occupation of the land. 
But that is another story.115 
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Figure 1. Guido Boggiani’s sketchbook of his first expedition to Caduveo territory, 
1892, reproduced courtesy of Pavel Frič / Yvonna Fričová.
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Figure 2. Guido Boggiani’s sketchbook of his first expedition to Caduveo territory, 
1892, reproduced courtesy of Pavel Frič / Yvonna Fričová.
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Figure 3. ‘Portrait of my wife… After a pencil sketch, in Guido Boggiani, Viaggi d’un 
artista nell’America Meridionale: I Caduvei (Mbayá o Guaicurú) (Roma: Ermanno 
Loescher, 1895), p. 165.
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Figure 4. ‘Ornamental motif of great importance with a probable symbolic meaning’, in 
Guido Boggiani, Viaggi d’un artista nell’America Meridionale: I Caduvei (Mbayá o 
Guaicurú) (Roma: Ermanno Loescher, 1895), p. 245.
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Figure 5. Detail of Peruvian mummy from Caudivilla, engraving by Guido Boggiani, in 
Guido Boggiani, ‘Tatuaggio o pittura?: Studio intorno ad una curiosa usanza delle 
popolazione indigene dell’Antico Peru’, Atti del IIth Congresso Geografico Italiano, 
Roma, 22-27 settembre 1895 (Roma: Giuseppi Civelli, 1895).
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Figure 6. Guido Boggiani,‘Chamacoco slave (full-figure, frontal), Nabileque, 24 x 18 
cm’, reprinted courtesy of Pavel Frič / Yvonna Fričová.
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Figure 7. ‘India Chamacoco, Rio Nabiléque’, in Robert Lehmann-Nitsche (ed.), 
Colección Boggiani de Tipos indígenas de Sudamérica Central (Buenos Aires: Casa 
Editora Rosauer, 1904).
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Figure 8. ‘Juancito’s sister-in-law’, in Guido Boggiani, Viaggi d’un artista nell’America 
Meridionale: I Caduvei (Mbayá o Guaicurú) (Roma: Ermanno Loescher, 1895), p. 154. 
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Figure 9. Guido Boggiani, ‘My studio in the palm grove with uncomplete painting 
20/7/1901’, 18 x 24 cm, reprinted courtesy of Pavel Frič / Yvonna Fričová. 
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Figure 10. Guido Boggiani, ‘Northwestern tower of Fort Olimpo and the Chaco’, 
reprinted courtesy of Pavel Frič / Yvonna Fričová. 
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Figure 11. Guido Boggiani, ‘Young painted woman, half-body, frontal’, reprinted 
courtesy of Pavel Frič / Yvonna Fričová. 
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